Introduction: Recent Developments in Neurocognitive Word Production Research
============================================================================

The goal of neurocognitive word production research is twofold: to understand how the processes represented in functional models of word production are implemented in the brain and to improve functional models by testing their predictions at the brain level. In the first decade of neurocognitive word production research the predominant approach was brain mapping. Researchers investigated the regional cerebral brain activation correlated with word production tasks, such as picture naming and word generation, compared to more or less low-level control tasks. As is the case in most new research fields, the aim of this approach was not so much to test specific hypotheses but to gain a first insight into the behavior of the system under investigation, in this case the neural system supporting word production. This research yielded a wealth of data about which brain regions respond to tasks that were considered word production tasks, such as picture naming and verb or noun generation. Other tasks that were not typically used to study word production nonetheless involve word production components, such as word and pseudoword reading. Indefrey and Levelt ([@B60], [@B61], see also Indefrey, [@B59]) conducted comprehensive meta-analyses of word production studies that had used the mapping approach. They first analyzed the tasks with respect to lead-in processes preceding word production and core word production processes as assumed by psycholinguistic models of word production. For the identification of candidate brain regions subserving these components they then followed a simple (some may say "simplistic") heuristic principle: "*If, for a given processing component, there are subserving brain regions, then these regions should be found active in all experimental tasks sharing the processing component, whatever other processing components these tasks may comprise. In addition, the region(s) should not be active in experimental tasks that do not share the component*." (Indefrey and Levelt, [@B60]). These analyses yielded a set of candidate areas corresponding to certain word production components but, of course, the validity of the identification of any of these areas depends on the validity of the underlying task analysis. Thus, essentially, these analyses generated a set of hypotheses that needed confirmation (or falsification) from independent data. A first kind of hypothesis-testing was performed in Indefrey and Levelt ([@B61]), combining the resulting spatial information on potential neural correlates of component processes of word production with an independent estimate of the time course of word production components provided by behavioral and electrophysiological studies. If, they reasoned for example, the left posterior superior temporal gyrus (STG) was involved in word form retrieval then the time course of its activation in picture naming should fall in the interval of 250--330 ms after picture onset suggested by chronometric studies for word form retrieval. Data from the few available magnetoencephalographic (MEG) studies on picture naming that provided both spatial and temporal information confirmed the proposed assignment of component processes to brain areas in that they were largely compatible with the predicted time windows of activation.

The resulting spatiotemporal model of word production does not only predict time windows of activation but also modulatory effects of psycholinguistic variables on the activation of specific brain regions at a specific time. In recent years, neurocognitive word production research has seen a major change toward a hypothesis-testing approach. This approach is characterized by the design of experimental variables modulating single component processes of word production and testing for predicted effects on spatial or temporal neurocognitive signatures of these components. This change has been accompanied by an impressive broadening of the spectrum of measurement and analysis techniques. Both in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and in electroencephalography (EEG) methods have been developed that allow for overt speaking during experiments (for fMRI see, e.g., de Zubicaray et al., [@B24]; Grabowski et al., [@B35]; Christoffels et al., [@B16]; Heim et al., [@B47]; Hocking et al., [@B54]; for EEG see, e.g., Christoffels et al., [@B15]; Koester and Schiller, [@B62]; Costa et al., [@B19]; Strijkers et al., [@B100]). Overt pronunciation provides on-line voice onset time and error data and, hence, some confirmation that a targeted psycholinguistic effect was indeed present in a neurocognitive experiment, thus increasing the likelihood that an observed hemodynamic or electrophysiological effect is indeed due to the same variable that causes an effect in the corresponding psycholinguistic experiment. On-line behavioral data can, furthermore, be used as predictors for the analysis of the neuroimaging data.

Secondly, the number of studies that used techniques that provide both spatial and temporal neurocognitive data increased over the last years. In addition to MEG studies (e.g., Sörös et al., [@B97]; Hultén et al., [@B58]) and the use of intracranial electrophysiology in neurosurgical patients (Sahin et al., [@B84]; Edwards et al., [@B28]) the main development has been the use of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) as a tool for temporarily stimulating or interfering with neuronal activity in specific brain regions at a specific time (Schuhmann et al., [@B92]; Acheson et al., [@B4]). Similar to electrocortical stimulation and lesion-symptom mapping, TMS has the potential to provide evidence as to the functional necessity of a targeted brain area. This evidence is thus complementary to fMRI or positron emission tomography (PET) data that inform about the involvement of brain areas in cognitive processes but not their necessity.

A third recent development in fMRI research on word production is the use of repetition suppression or adaptation paradigms (e.g., Graves et al., [@B37]; Peeva et al., [@B78]). In the standard fMRI approach a neuronal population involved in a certain cognitive process (e.g., lexical word form retrieval in word production) is identified by subtracting the brain activation of a control condition that does not (or to a smaller extent) contain that cognitive process (for example by using the production of pseudowords that are not lexically stored). In many cases, however, finding the right control condition is extremely difficult, because in addition to the process of interest there are other unavoidable differences between the active condition and the control condition (pseudowords also differ from words in that they have no meaning). The repetition suppression paradigm, by contrast, exploits the fact that the activation of just that neuronal population that is involved in the process of interest tends become smaller the more often that process is repeated. Experimenters can use repetition suppression to target neuronal populations subserving very specific cognitive components. The study of Peeva et al. ([@B78]) is a nice example of this approach. In one condition, they repeated bisyllabic pseudowords (e.g., fublo, blofu, fublo...) consisting of two constant syllables. In another condition they kept the repetition of phonemes constant but varied syllable structure (lofub, fublo, lofub ...). As a result the activation of neuronal populations interested in the specific syllables "fu" and "blo" is suppressed over time in the first but not the second condition. In their study the left ventral premotor cortex showed this behavior so it could be concluded that this region contains neurons representing complete syllables.

Finally new analysis techniques for measuring anatomical connections (diffusion tensor imaging, DTI) and modeling the interaction between brain areas (structural equation modeling, SEM; dynamic causal modeling, DCM, independent component analysis, ICA) have begun to be applied to word production (Saur et al., [@B86]; Tourville et al., [@B103]; Eickhoff et al., [@B29]; Heim et al., [@B46]; van de Ven et al., [@B106]). To understand how the processes represented in functional models of word production are implemented in the brain, such approaches - together with methods providing combined spatial and temporal information - are needed to test theoretical assumptions about directions of information flow and interactions between processing components.

In the next two sections I will briefly recapitulate the cascade of processing components involved in word production and their estimated time windows. In subsequent sections I will then discuss the neural correlates of each processing component as presented in Indefrey and Levelt, [@B61], henceforth I&L) and the more recent evidence about the neural implementation of these components.

Component Processes of Word Production
======================================

Models of language production (Garrett, [@B30]; Stemberger, [@B98]; Dell, [@B25]; Butterworth, [@B10]; Levelt, [@B65]; Caramazza, [@B12]; Dell et al., [@B26]; Levelt et al., [@B67]) agree that there are processing levels of meaning, form, and articulation. Speaking normally starts by preparing a preverbal conceptual representation (message). To describe a football game, the sports commentator must, for example, conceptualize events ("Ronaldo was replaced *before* the team scored the first goal." "The team scored the first goal *after* Ronald had been replaced.") and spatial configurations ("The defender was standing *behind* Ronaldo." "Ronaldo was standing *in front* of the defender.") in a particular order. These planning processes are called linearization and perspective taking (Levelt, [@B65]). The speaker must also take into account the audience's knowledge of the world and whether or not Ronaldo was mentioned earlier when referring to him ("Ronaldo," "he," "the Brazilian"). RONALDO and BRAZILIAN are both lexical concepts, that is, concepts for which there are words. Assuming that the speaker has decided that the concept BRAZILIAN is the appropriate one, the corresponding word "Brazilian" must be selected. It is known that at this stage semantically related lexical entries such as "South American" or "Argentinean" are also activated. Occasionally one of them will be erroneously selected, which a listener may notice as a speech error (Argentinean) or not (South American). Levelt et al. ([@B67]) assume this selection process to take place in a part of the mental lexicon (lemma level) that is linked to the conceptual level and contains information about the grammatical properties of words, such as word class or grammatical gender. It is only after the selection of a lemma that its corresponding sound properties (lexical phonological code, a sequence of phonemes) are retrieved at the word form level and fed into a phonological encoding process. In the case of single word utterances, this process mainly combines the retrieved phonemes into syllables and assigns a stress pattern. The output of phonological encoding is an abstract phonological representation (phonological word) containing syllables and prosodic information. In the process of phonetic encoding this representation is translated into an abstract articulatory representation, the articulatory score. For frequent syllables, articulatory representations may be retrieved from a store (syllabary). Finally, the abstract articulatory representation is realized during articulation by coordinating and executing the activation of the speech musculature.

The Time Course of the Component Processes in Word Production
=============================================================

Based on the comparison of chronometric data from reaction time studies, modeling data, and electrophysiological studies, I&L provided the following estimates for the duration of the different processing components in the picture naming task: Conceptual preparation (from picture onset to selection of target concept) 175 ms, Lemma retrieval 75 ms, Phonological code retrieval 80 ms, Syllabification 125 ms (25 ms per phoneme), Phonetic encoding (till onset of articulation) 145 ms. I&L cautioned against a "too rigid interpretation" of these numbers for two reasons. Firstly, they pointed out that the insecurity due to the ranges from which the estimates were taken accumulated with every processing stage. Secondly, the estimate of 600 ms for the onset of articulation was based on studies using repeated naming of the same pictures. Furthermore, naming latencies depend on numerous variables such as task variations, picture context, picture quality, familiarity of the depicted object, and length or lexical frequency of the object name. As can be seen in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, the reported naming latencies from studies providing more recent evidence on the time windows of the processing stages of language production range from 470 to over 2000 ms so that the question arises how to rescale the I&L estimates to shorter or longer naming latencies. Although there is no simple answer to this question, it can be said that a linear rescaling of the duration of all processing stages can only be the last resort and is inadequate whenever the reason for shorter or longer naming latencies can be identified. A good example in this respect is an eye-tracking study by Huettig and Hartsuiker ([@B57]) who measured very long naming latencies of more than 2000 ms. They asked their subjects to name objects based on a question (e.g., "What is the name of the circular object?"). The objects were presented in the context of three other objects that were categorically related, form-related, or unrelated to the target object. Huettig and Hartsuiker ([@B57]) reasoned very plausibly that in this paradigm long naming latencies arise from additional lead-in processes ("Wrapping up comprehension instruction; Inspecting display; Determining categories; Matching target category to those of objects") and possibly prolonged conceptual processing and lemma retrieval of the target object (due to competition of related objects), but are unlikely to arise after the onset of phonological encoding of the name of the target object. As a consequence, they subtracted the unaltered estimated duration of 350 ms for form encoding processes from the naming latencies and indeed found increased fixation proportions to categorically related competitor objects (presumably indicating competition at the lemma level) up to over 1500 ms after display onset. Conversely, short naming latencies due to short target words (see Schuhmann et al., [@B92]) are unlikely to arise at conceptual processing or lemma retrieval stages, so that the duration estimate of these stages is best left unaltered. Yet other factors, such as lexical frequency may themselves affect both lemma and form processing stages and are known to be correlated with conceptual factors such as item familiarity, so that indeed all processing stages could be affected, thus justifying a rescaling of the durations of all component processes (although, of course, a linear rescaling would not take into account a differential impact of lexical frequency on specific processes). Keeping these considerations in mind, we can now assess in how far the data obtained in the studies listed in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} can improve the I&L estimates for the different processing stages of word production.

###### 

**Overview of recent studies providing evidence about the time course of processing stages in word production**.

  Study                                                            Manipulation                                                                                                                 Onset/time window of effect (ms)                                                                              Voice onset time (ms)   Processing stage
  ---------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------------------------------------
  Abdel Rahman and Sommer ([@B1]), ERP: LRP and N200 latencies     Easy (size) compared to hard (diet) semantic decision and phonological (vowel/consonant onset) decision in dual task         Exp. 1: LRP easy 35 earlier than LRP hard, no nogo LRP hard, Exp. 2: N200 easy 28 ms earlier than N200 hard   No overt naming         Conceptual preparation/phonological code retrieval
  Abdel Rahman and Sommer ([@B2]), ERP: waveform difference        Conceptual knowledge in novel object naming                                                                                  120                                                                                                           ∼1200                   Conceptual preparation
  Aristei et al. ([@B6]), ERP: waveform difference                 Effects of categorically and associatively related distractors, Effect of semantic blocking                                  Distractor effect: 200, blocking effect: 250, interaction: 200                                                ∼770                    Lemma retrieval
  Camen et al. ([@B11]), ERP: temporal, segmentation analysis      Gender monitoring, phoneme monitoring, 1st syllable, 2nd syllable                                                            Gender: 270--290, 1st: 210--290, 2nd: 480                                                                     No overt naming         Lemma retrieval/phonological code retrieval
  Cheng et al. ([@B14]), ERP: waveform difference                  High vs. low name agreement                                                                                                  100--150, 250--350, \>800                                                                                     No overt naming         Conceptual preparation/lemma retrieval
  Costa et al. ([@B19]), ERP: waveform difference                  Cumulative semantic interference                                                                                             200--380                                                                                                      ∼840                    Lemma retrieval
  Christoffels et al. ([@B15]), ERP: waveform difference           Cognate effect                                                                                                               275--375                                                                                                      ∼720                    Lemma retrieval/form encoding
  Guo et al. ([@B39]), ERP: N200 peak latencies                    Semantic (animal vs. object) and phonological (onset consonant) decision                                                     Semantic: 307, phonological: 447                                                                              Delayed naming          Lemma retrieval/phonological code retrieval
  Habets et al. ([@B40]), ERP: waveform difference                 Conceptual linearization                                                                                                     180                                                                                                           ∼1360                   Conceptual preparation
  Hanulová et al. ([@B45]), ERP: N200 latencies                    Semantic (man-made vs. natural) and phonological (onset consonant) decision                                                  Semantic: 307, phonological: 393                                                                              No overt naming         Lemma retrieval/phonological code retrieval
  Laganaro et al. ([@B64]), ERP: temporal, segmentation analysis   Lexical frequency (healthy controls), semantically impaired anomia vs. control, phonologically impaired anomia vs. control   270-330, semantic: 100-310, phonological: 390-430                                                             Delayed naming          Conceptual preparation/phonological code retrieval
  Laganaro et al. ([@B63]), ERP: temporal, segmentation analysis   Semantically impaired anomia vs. control, phonologically impaired anomia vs. control                                         Semantic: 90--200, phonological: 340--430                                                                     Delayed naming          Conceptual preparation/phonological code retrieval
  Morgan et al. ([@B73]), RT                                       Facilitation of phonologically related probe naming                                                                          No effect at 150, 350                                                                                         ∼800                    Form encoding
  Rodriguez-Fornells et al. ([@B82]), ERP: N200 latencies          Semantic (animal vs. object) and phonological (vowel vs. consonant) decision                                                 Semantic: 264, phonological: 456                                                                              No overt naming         Conceptual preparation/phonological code retrieval
  Schiller et al. ([@B89]), ERP: N200 peak latencies               Metrical (stress on first or second syllable) vs. syllabification (consonant in first or second syllable) decision           Metrical: 255, syllabic: 269                                                                                  No overt naming         Phonological encoding/syllabification
  Schiller ([@B88]), ERP: N200 peak latencies                      Decision on lexical stress on, 1st syllable, 2nd syllable                                                                    1st: 475, 2nd: 533                                                                                            ∼800                    Phonological encoding/syllabification
  Strijkers et al. ([@B100]), ERP: waveform difference             Cognate status; frequency                                                                                                    Cognate status: 200, frequency: 172                                                                           ∼700                    Lemma retrieval/form encoding
  Zhang and Damian ([@B115]), ERP: N200 latencies                  Decision on semantics (animacy) and orthography (left/right structure character in Chinese                                   Semantics: onset around 200, peak 373; orthography: onset around 350, peak 541                                No overt naming         Conceptual preparation/orthographic code retrieval
  Zhang and Damian ([@B116]), ERP: N200 latencies                  Decision on segments and tones in Chinese                                                                                    Segments: onset 283--293 peak 592, Tones: onset 483--493 peak 599                                             No overt naming         Phonological code retrieval/phonological encoding

Conceptual preparation
----------------------

The I&L estimate for the duration of conceptual preparation until the selection of a target concept was based on data showing the availability of information about whether a picture showed an animal or not (Thorpe et al., [@B101], around 150 ms; Schmitt et al., [@B90], around 200 ms). Two more recent studies (Rodriguez-Fornells et al., [@B82]; Guo et al., [@B39]) also used paradigms in which go/nogo responses were contingent on an animal/object decision. They report slightly later onsets of the N200 nogo responses (approximately 260 and 200 ms) representing upper boundaries for the availability of "animal" information. Zhang and Damian ([@B115]) used a living/non-living decision with an N200 response starting around 200 ms. In a study by Hanulová et al. ([@B45]) N200 nogo responses were contingent on a man-made/natural decision, showing an N200 onset latency of around 300 ms. Note that the latency of N200 responses includes the time needed for the decision to withhold the button press, so that the information on which this decision is based probably is available slightly earlier and more truly reflected in the time point at which differences between ERP waveforms corresponding to the different levels of a conceptual variable emerge. Habets et al. ([@B40]) asked their subjects to describe a sequence of events either in their natural temporal order using the temporal conjunction "after" or in reversed order using "before." Deciding on a particular linearization (Levelt, [@B65]) of events to be named is an essential aspect of the conceptual preparation stage and accessing the lemmas of the words "before" or "after" depends on that decision. Habets et al. ([@B40]) found a difference between "before" and "after" ERP waveforms starting around 180 ms after picture onset. An earlier effect has been reported by Abdel Rahman and Sommer ([@B2]) who taught their subjects novel names for novel objects but either provided additional (rather complex) conceptual information or not. Even though later naming of such novel objects took much longer (around 1200 ms) than the typical durations found for familiar objects, Abdel Rahman and Sommer ([@B2]) found that the presence of conceptual information affected the ERP waveforms already around 120 ms. The authors interpret this early effect as reflecting an influence of conceptual knowledge on perceptual analysis and object recognition. Results from an ERP study comparing the naming of pictures with high and low name agreement (Cheng et al., [@B14]) also show an early effect (100--150 ms) probably due to object recognition difficulty being one source of low name agreement.

Two recent studies by Laganaro et al. ([@B63],[@B64]) compared electrophysiological picture naming responses between two groups of anomic patients and healthy controls. The ERP waveforms of anomic patients with a semantic impairment (as assessed in independent testing) differed significantly from the ERP waveforms of healthy controls in a time window between 90 and 310 ms, whereas anomic patients with a phonological impairment showed differences in a later time window corresponding to the form encoding stage (see below).

In sum, more recent studies reported slightly later availability of a type of conceptual information ("animal" or "animate") that is likely to be relevant for subsequent lemma retrieval. The median estimate of all five studies showing ERP effects related to the availability of this kind of information is 200 ms, i.e., 25 ms later than the I&L estimate for the duration of conceptual preparation. Effects presumably related to perceptual processes were earlier (100--150 ms). The availability of other types of conceptual information, such as "man-made" or "natural" may take longer. However, as shown by Abdel Rahman and Sommer ([@B1]), the relatively late availability of more peripheral conceptual information, such as the kind of food an animal prefers, does not delay lemma and word form retrieval, suggesting that conceptual processing continues to run in parallel with subsequent processing stages. At present we simply do not know which kind of conceptual information is necessary and sufficient for lemma retrieval. It is plausible to assume that the activation of a target concept "dog" includes "animal" and "animacy" information, but not necessarily "typical food" information. The latter may only be retrieved on demand.

Lemma retrieval
---------------

The I&L estimate for the duration of lemma retrieval was based on mathematical modeling of the semantic interference effect (Levelt et al., [@B68]; Roelofs, [@B83]), suggesting a lemma retrieval duration of 100--150 ms and electrophysiological data by Schmitt et al. ([@B91]) suggesting that grammatical gender information is available about 75 ms later than conceptual information about the physical weight of a depicted item. Given that gender may be retrieved subsequent to lemma activation, the latter data point was considered an upper boundary for lemma retrieval. Recently an absolute measure of the onset of the availability of gender information has been reported in an ERP study by Camen et al. ([@B11]) using a technique (temporal segmentation analysis) that analyzes identities and differences between topographic scalp distributions over time. Around 270--290 ms after picture onset the authors found a scalp distribution difference between (French) picture names that matched or didn't match a pre-specified grammatical gender. Considering that gender availability is an upper boundary for lemma retrieval, this time fits well both with the I&L estimate for lemma selection (250 ms) and even better under the assumption of a slightly later start of lemma retrieval due to longer conceptual preparation (see previous section).

The time course of lemma retrieval has also been studied by manipulating the degree of lexical competition which according to Levelt ([@B65]) and Levelt et al. ([@B67]) takes place at the lemma level. Costa et al. ([@B19]) used a cumulative semantic interference paradigm. Picture naming latencies increased with the number of preceding items from the same semantic category and so did the amplitude of the corresponding ERP waveforms in a time window between 200 and 380 ms. In a complex design combining semantic blocking and picture-word interference, Aristei et al. ([@B6]) found increases in naming latencies of category coordinates for both manipulations. They also found corresponding ERP effects starting around 200--250 ms.

In sum, more recent evidence suggests that lemma retrieval should start around 200 ms (onset of competition effects) and the lemma should be selected before 270--290 ms (gender available). These data are compatible with the I&L estimate of 75 ms for lemma retrieval duration.

Three other studies (Christoffels et al., [@B15]; Laganaro et al., [@B64]; Strijkers et al., [@B100]) investigated the time course of the electrophysiological effects of lexical frequency and cognate status (the target language name of the depicted object sounds/doesn't sound similar in another language spoken by the subject) manipulations. Given that these effects can in principle arise at different processing levels (for a discussion see Hanulová et al., [@B45]) these studies did not test the I&L time course estimates but rather used them to obtain evidence as to the processing stage affected by lexical frequency and cognate status. Strijkers et al. ([@B100]) found early effect onsets (170--200 ms) and a correlation of ERP amplitude with voice onset time suggesting that both variables influence lemma retrieval. By contrast, a frequency effect reported by Laganaro et al. ([@B64]) and a cognate effect observed by Christoffels et al. ([@B15]) were in later time windows (frequency effect: 270--330 ms; cognate effect: 275--375 ms) better compatible with an influence of these factors at a word form encoding stage (see below).

Phonological code retrieval
---------------------------

The I&L estimate for the duration of phonological code retrieval was based on the difference between the lateralized readiness potential (LRP) onsets for a grammatical gender compared to a first phoneme decision in a study by van Turennout et al. ([@B108]). There are now a number of studies providing absolute time information in the form of latencies of the onset of N200 nogo responses for decisions on the first phoneme of a depicted object. Note that phoneme monitoring probably taps into a syllabified representation, because reaction times depend on syllable position (Wheeldon and Levelt, [@B110]). This means that the availability of information about the first phoneme strictly speaking marks the beginning of the phonological encoding (syllabification) process, which, however, does not have to wait until all lexically specified phonemes have been retrieved. In addition to their data on semantic decisions discussed above, Rodriguez-Fornells et al. ([@B82]), Guo et al. ([@B39]), and Hanulová et al. ([@B45]) also provided N200 onset times for first phoneme decisions around 460, 400, and 390 ms. Zhang and Damian ([@B116]) report an N200 onset around 290 ms. Camen et al. ([@B11]) using temporal segmentation analysis observed much earlier ERP effects related to a decision on the first phoneme (210--290 ms). The median estimate of the five studies is 390 ms. N200 peak differences between the availability of semantic and first phoneme information taken from Rodriguez-Fornells et al. ([@B82]), Guo et al. ([@B39]), and Hanulová et al. ([@B45]) were approximately 170, 140, and 90 ms. Schmitt et al. ([@B90]) reported a N200 peak difference of 90 ms. Adding the estimate of 200 ms for conceptual preparation, these numbers suggest an availability of first phoneme information between 290 and 370 ms (median 310 ms) after picture onset.

Evidence for the retrieval of word form information that does not rely on phoneme monitoring comes from a study by Morgan et al. ([@B73]). In their study, participants named two depicted objects but on some trials the first object to be named was replaced by a written word either 150 or 350 ms after picture onset. Participants were instructed to name the word in these trials. Naming of the word was facilitated when it was phonologically related to the name of the replaced object (e.g., object "bed," word "bell") but only when the object had been seen for 350 ms. The initial phonemes of the object's name, thus, had not yet been retrieved after 150 ms but had been retrieved after 350 ms.

In sum, assuming that phonological code retrieval starts around 275 ms (200 ms conceptual preparation + 75 ms lemma retrieval) N200 onset data of recent studies suggest a longer duration (390 − 275 = 115 ms) than estimated by I&L. Based on the temporal difference in the availability of semantic and first phoneme information as measured by peak rather than onset latencies of the N200, the estimated duration would be shorter (310 − 275 = 35 ms). It seems, therefore, that the I&L estimate of 80 ms is a reasonable figure. Nonetheless, its interpretation as the "duration" of phonological code retrieval should probably be reconsidered. Given that it is solely based on measures of the availability of first phoneme information, this estimate is much more appropriately interpreted as the time interval from the beginning of phonological code retrieval to the beginning of phonological encoding. There is no reason to assume that phonological encoding waits until all phonemes have been retrieved. So phonological code retrieval may well go on after phonological encoding has started.

Phonological encoding (syllabification and metrical retrieval)
--------------------------------------------------------------

The I&L estimate for the duration of phonological encoding (syllabification) was based on phoneme monitoring reaction times in picture naming (Wheeldon and Levelt, [@B110]) and the time difference between LRP onsets for decisions on the first and the last phoneme of the picture name reported by van Turennout et al. ([@B107]). Wheeldon and Levelt ([@B110]) measured a 125 ms difference between RTs for the first and the last phoneme of bisyllabic words with on average six phonemes. van Turennout et al. ([@B107]) measured a corresponding 80 ms difference for words with on average 4.5 phonemes. The I&L estimate (25 ms/phoneme) was therefore slightly too long and should be corrected to 20 ms/phoneme. More recently Schiller ([@B88]) measured an N200 peak difference of 58 ms between a lexical stress decision on the first and the second syllable of bisyllabic words, confirming earlier data by Wheeldon and Levelt ([@B110]) and van Turennout et al. ([@B107]) that suggested a phonological encoding duration of around 55 ms per syllable. Starting from the estimate of 355 ms for the beginning of phonological encoding, the process should last 100--120 ms for a bisyllabic word of 5--6 phonemes, ending around 455--475 ms.

Independent evidence about the duration of phonological code retrieval and encoding comes from the clinical studies of Laganaro et al. ([@B63],[@B64]). As mentioned above, they also studied differences between the ERP waveforms of anomic patients with a phonological impairment and healthy control subjects. As the predominant naming errors of these patients were phonological paraphasias and neologisms it is plausible to assume that their impairment was related to phonological code retrieval or encoding problems. Differences in the patients' waveforms were observed between 340 and 430 ms which is compatible with the estimated time windows of phonological code retrieval and encoding.

Phonetic encoding
-----------------

The I&L estimate for the duration of phonological code retrieval until the initiation of articulation was based on the difference between an average voice onset time for the undistracted naming of repeatedly presented pictures (600 ms) and the end of the phonological encoding operation (455 ms). Given that the more recent data used above to update the estimates on the preceding processing stages come from studies using repeated picture presentation, the I&L estimate still seems adequate. It should be noted, though, that the estimate of 455 ms is an upper boundary, because phonetic encoding may start as soon as the first syllable has been phonologically encoded.

Interim summary
---------------

Except for small adaptations of the duration of conceptual preparation and syllabification the time windows for the processing stages of word production estimated in I&L have largely been confirmed in more recent studies and hence are now based on a broader data base. Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} presents an updated version of the estimated onset times and durations. It should be noted that the available estimates of onsets and durations of component processes do not provide conclusive evidence for or against serial or cascaded transitions between subsequent operations. Non-overlapping time windows should, therefore, not be interpreted as indicating strictly serial processing stages. Specifically, as discussed in the corresponding sections above, the estimates for the onsets of phonological code retrieval and phonetic encoding are upper boundaries based on the evidence for the duration of the preceding stages and, hence, do not preclude earlier onsets. By contrast, onset of lemma retrieval and duration of conceptual preparation were estimated independently and lemma retrieval seems to begin at about the same time as relevant conceptual information (animacy/animal) becomes available. It is still conceivable, however, that more specific conceptual information needed to select a particular lemma among a number of competitors comes in later.

###### 

**Estimated onset times and durations for operations in spoken word encoding**.

  ----------------------------------------------------------------
  Operation                     Onset (ms)   Duration (ms)
  ----------------------------- ------------ ---------------------
  Conceptual preparation        0            200^+^

  Lemma retrieval               200          75\*

  Form encoding                              

  Phonological code retrieval   275\*        

  Syllabification               355          20 per phoneme,\
                                             50--55 per syllable

  Phonetic encoding             455\*        

  Articulation                  600          
  ----------------------------------------------------------------

*^+^Continues after relevant conceptual information for lexical access has become available, \*upper boundary*.

Brain Areas Involved in Word Production
=======================================

Brain activation studies on language production using the mapping approach have mainly used a limited set of tasks, namely picture naming, word generation, and word or pseudoword reading. These tasks differ with respect to the cognitive processes preceding word production as such, which have been termed lead-in processes by Indefrey and Levelt ([@B60]). Picture naming but not the other tasks, for example, involves visual object recognition. Reading tasks involve visual word recognition through grapheme-to-phoneme recoding or accessing a visual input lexicon. The lead-in processes of word generation include recognition of the stimulus words and various cognitive processes from association to visual imagery, even the retrieval of whole episodes from long-term memory. I&L further assumed that word production tasks also differ with respect to the point at which they enter the cascade of the core processes of word production. While in picture naming and word generation the result of the lead-in processes is a concept for which the appropriate lemma is then retrieved, this is not the case for the reading tasks where the activation of lemma and conceptual representations are part of word recognition rather than production, so that the flow of activation is reversed compared to tasks that start out from a conceptual representation. The pronunciation of written pseudowords, finally, is a production task that enters the cascade of word production processes after the lexical stages. For lack of a lexical entry, a phonemic representation of a written pseudoword is created by grapheme-to-phoneme conversion. This phonemic representation can then be fed into the syllabification process and the subsequent phonetic and articulatory stages.

Taken together, the properties of the tasks are such that (due to the lead-in processes) no single task allows for the identification of neural correlates of all and only the core word production components that have been psycholinguistically identified. Core word production components are on the other hand shared between tasks, so that their neural correlates may be identified as common activation areas across tasks. The latter consideration served as the guiding principle for the meta-analysis of word production experiments conducted by I&L. They first identified a set of reliably activated regions for each of the four tasks described above (picture naming, word generation, word reading, and pseudoword reading). In the next step, they identified sets of regions that were possibly related to one or more processing components of word production by analyzing which reliable areas were shared by tasks that shared certain processing components. Picture naming and word generation differ in their lead-in processes but share the whole cascade of word production components from lemma retrieval onward. The set of regions that were reliably reported for both tasks consisted of the left posterior inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), the left precentral gyrus, the supplementary motor area (SMA), the left mid and posterior parts of the STG and middle (MTG) temporal gyri, the right mid STG, the left fusiform gyrus, the left anterior insula, the left thalamus, and the cerebellum (see I&L: Figure 4). According to I&L, these regions can be assumed to support the core components of word production. Note that this set of regions does not include all of the widespread areas involved in conceptual processing (posterior inferior parietal lobe, MTG, fusiform and parahippocampal gyri, dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, IFG, ventromedial prefrontal cortex, and posterior cingulate gyrus) identified in a recent comprehensive meta-analysis by Binder et al., [@B7], see also Schwartz et al., [@B93], for an excellent discussion of the clinical evidence on regions involved in conceptual processing). Tasks like picture naming and word generation probably activate quite different concepts and, hence, quite plausibly only enter a common pathway from the point of concept-based lexical retrieval onward.

To find out which of these regions are in fact necessary for word production (rather than just somehow involved), Indefrey ([@B59]) compared them with brain areas in which transient lesions induced by electrocortical or TMS stimulation reliably interfered with picture naming across seven studies (Ojemann, [@B75]; Ojemann et al., [@B76]; Schäffler et al., [@B87]; Haglund et al., [@B41]; Malow et al., [@B70]; Hamberger et al., [@B44]; Stewart et al., [@B99]). The result showed that all of the core areas (except possibly the left motor cortex) seemed to be necessary for word production. In addition there seemed to be additional necessary areas in the inferior parietal cortex that were only rarely reported in hemodynamic studies.

The strategy of across task comparisons can be taken even further to identify neural correlates of single processing components. I&L exploited the fact that reading tasks only recruit subsets of the core processes of word production. Hence core regions that are also reliably found for reading tasks should be related to the subset of shared processing components rather than to the components that are not shared. Based on such comparisons, they suggested candidate areas for different processing stages from lemma retrieval to phonetic encoding and articulation. I will in the following present their tentative assignments of regions to these processing stages and discuss whether they are compatible with more recent evidence from studies that were designed to target specific processing components. Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} lists data from eight studies providing both spatial and temporal evidence about brain activation during picture naming and provides a median estimate for "peak" activations based on reported peak latencies and the centers of reported time intervals for those regions that have been reported by at least two studies. Regions and median latencies are also shown in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

![**Left column: schematic representation of the activation time course of brain areas involved in word production**. Identical colors indicate relationships between regions and functional processing components (right column). The numbers within regions indicate median peak activation time estimates (in milliseconds) after picture onset in picture naming (see Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} and main text). Right column: time course of picture naming as estimated from chronometric data.](fpsyg-02-00255-g001){#F1}

###### 

**Overview of studies providing spatial and temporal evidence about brain activation in picture naming**.

  Study       Salmelin   Levelt      Maess      Sörös      Vihla      Hultén     Schuhmann   Acheson   Median                       
  ----------- ---------- ----------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------- --------- -------- ---------- -------- -----
  Frontal     R          Posterior   GFi        400--600                                     400       730                          500
                         Motor       VentGPrc   400--600                         400--800    400       730                          550
                                     SMA        400--600                                                                            
              L          Posterior   GFi        400--600                         200--800    400       600      300--350            500
                         Motor       VentGPrc   400--600                         400--800    400       600                          600
                                     SMA        400--600                                                                            
  Temporal    R          Mid         GTs        300--600                                                                            
                         Posterior   GTs                                         200--400                                           
                                     GTm        200--400                                                                            
              L          Anterior    GTs                                         400--800                                           
                         Mid         GTs        200--400   275--400              400--800    371                                    371
                                     GTm                              150--225               371                           0--200   190
                         Posterior   GTs                   275--400              200--400              420                          320
                                     GTm        200--400                                               420                          360
                                     GTi                                                               420                          
  Parietal    R          Sensory     VentGPoc              400--600                                                                 
                         Posterior   Lpi                                         200--400    280       300                          300
                                     Gsm                   150--275              200--400    280       300                          280
                                     Ga         200--400                         200--400                                           300
              L          Sensory     VentGPoc              400--600                                                                 
                         Posterior   LPi                                         200--400    280       300                          300
                                     Gsm                                         200--400    280       300                          300
                                     Ga         200--400                         200--400                                           300
  Occipital   R                                 0--200     0--275                0--400      117       100                          117
              L                                            0--275                0--800      117       100                          126

*For MEG studies, locations and time windows or peak activation times of MEG sources or a spatiotemporal principal component (Maess et al., [@B69]) are given, for TMS studies the stimulation area and the effective stimulation interval. The Median is calculated from the centers of time windows and the peak activation times. The abbreviations of gyri follow Talairach and Tournoux ([@B102]) except for SMA, supplementary motor area. Ga, angular gyrus; GFi, inferior frontal gyrus; GPoC, postcentral gyrus; GPrC, precentral gyrus; Gsm, supramarginal gyrus; GTs, GTm, superior and middle temporal gyrus; LPi, inferior parietal lobule*.

Conceptually driven lexical (lemma) selection
---------------------------------------------

I&L observed in their meta-analysis that in contrast to all other brain regions found for picture naming and word generation the left MTG was not reliably reported in reading studies (see also Turkeltaub et al., [@B105]) and reasoned that this region might be related to a processing component also lacking in reading: the retrieval of lexical entries (lemmas) based on concepts speakers want to express. I&L's conjecture was, thus, based on negative evidence and needed further support.

It is, therefore, fortunate, that one of the first studies using a hypothesis-testing approach in an fMRI experiment on word production (de Zubicaray et al., [@B24]) investigated the neural correlates of lemma selection. They used a semantic picture-word interference paradigm. In this paradigm, competition at the lemma level is induced by presenting semantically related distractors during picture naming, for example the word "pear" when the picture shows an apple. de Zubicaray et al. ([@B24]) found (among other regions) stronger left mid MTG activation for semantic distractors compared to neutral distractors (rows of "X"s), confirming the predicted role of this area. Interestingly, de Zubicaray et al. ([@B24]) also found stronger left posterior STG activation, which they interpreted as evidence for additional competition at the word form level. Such a finding would constitute a serious challenge for a sequential model such as Levelt et al. ([@B67]) which assumes word form activation to take place after lemma selection, i.e., after the competition at the lemma level has been resolved. Note, however, that the control condition of this fMRI study did not involve distractor words but a non-lexical distractor, so that the additional posterior superior temporal activation might have reflected word reading rather than semantic competition. In a more recent study, de Zubicaray et al., [@B22], see, however, Abel et al., [@B3], for a negative finding in left mid MTG in a similar contrast) ruled out this possible concern by showing increased mid STG and posterior STG activation for the naming of target words that were preceded by the production of semantically related nouns compared to target words that were preceded by unrelated nouns. In this study, they, furthermore, showed additional activation of the anterior cingulate (see also Hirschfeld et al., [@B53]), and inferior prefrontal regions suggesting the involvement of top-down control processes in the naming of target words preceded by distractors. The latter observation suggests the possibility that the observed STG activation might reflect a top-down influence on self-monitoring activity rather than phonological competitor activation.

Lexical selection in word production was also targeted in an MEG study on picture naming (Maess et al., [@B69]) by use of the semantic category interference paradigm. In this paradigm, the naming of objects in blocks comprising other objects of the same semantic category is slowed down compared to the naming of objects in semantically heterogeneous blocks. One account for this effect assumes enhanced competition from conceptually similar preceding items (Damian et al., [@B20]) and, hence, predicts stronger neural activation in a region subserving lemma selection. For subjects showing the behavioral effect, Maess et al. ([@B69]) found significant activation differences between the same-category and the different-category conditions in the left mid MTG and posterior STG in an early (150--225 ms post-stimulus) and a late time window (450--475 ms post-stimulus). Since the available chronometric data on picture naming suggest a time window between 175 and 250 ms for lemma selection (see above), these data are compatible with a role of the left mid MTG in this process. Using a similar paradigm in an arterial spin labeling fMRI study with overt naming, Hocking et al. ([@B54]) observed hippocampal and left mid to posterior STG activation but no mid MTG activation in the semantic blocking condition (see also Heim et al., [@B47]). These authors, therefore, doubt that the slowing down of naming responses in the semantic blocking paradigm is due to lexical competition and attribute the posterior STG activation found in both studies to increased demands on self-monitoring.

Whereas attempts to modulate mid MTG activation by inducing competition have yielded only weak support for an involvement of this region in lemma retrieval, more convincing evidence comes from a recent clinical study using a voxel-based lesion-symptom mapping approach. Analyzing data from 64 aphasic patients, Schwartz et al. ([@B93]) found a significant association between semantic errors in language production and lesions in three cortical areas: the left prefrontal lobe, the left posterior MTG, and the left anterior to mid MTG. Importantly, after factoring out non-verbal conceptual deficits this result only held up for the left anterior to mid MTG lesions, allowing the authors to conclude that the left anterior temporal lobe plays a "specific and necessary role" for mapping concepts to words. This study, thus, provides much stronger support than previous studies for an involvement of anterior to mid temporal regions in lemma selection, which had been called into question by some authors (e.g., Wilson et al., [@B112]).

Two further recent studies have increased the available evidence on the activation time course of the left mid MTG in picture naming (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). Vihla et al. ([@B109]) report activation of the left temporal cortex including the mid MTG starting around 250 ms and peaking around 370 ms, that is, later than Maess et al., [@B69]; 150--225 ms). Acheson et al. ([@B4]) found a significant facilitating TMS effect on response latencies when the left mid MTG but not when the left posterior STG was stimulated between 100 ms before and 200 ms after picture onset. The median peak estimate of the three studies (190 ms) is slightly too early for the revised estimate of 200--275 ms for lemma retrieval. Note, however that the range across the three studies is considerable.

Sahin et al. ([@B84]) found activation of Broca's area around 200 ms in a recent word production study using intracranial electrodes in neurosurgical patients. Considering that this activation was sensitive to word-frequency and that I&L suggested a time window for lemma selection between 175 and 250 ms, the authors (and also Hagoort and Levelt, [@B43]) interpreted this result as indicating a role of Broca's area in lexical access in word production. Note, however, that the tasks used by Sahin et al. ([@B84]) involved the presentation of a written target word rather than a picture, so that the activation observed 200 ms after the target word most likely reflected lexical access in word reading (i.e., from a graphemic code) rather than the concept-based lemma access in word production.

In sum, data on the time course of left mid MTG activation are to date largely compatible with the assumption that this region is involved in conceptually driven lemma retrieval and incompatible with an involvement of this region in a later processing stage, for example phonological retrieval. If one accepts an involvement of this region in lemma retrieval based on the clinical evidence alone (to avoid circularity), the time course data may also be seen as problematic for interactive models assuming feedback from a phonological processing stage to lemma retrieval (cf. Dell et al., [@B26]). Predictions of modulation due to enhanced competition for lexical selection have been confirmed in some semantic interference studies, but not convincingly in semantic blocking studies. Insofar as effects of enhanced competition have been found, the data also suggested that competition might affect later processing stages (phonological code retrieval, see next section). These observations are not in accordance with a strictly serial view of the transition from the lemma to the word form level, but this matter is far from settled because an alternative interpretation of these findings as reflecting increased self-monitoring activity is possible.

Phonological code (word form) retrieval
---------------------------------------

I&L proposed that left posterior superior temporal lobe might be involved in lexical phonological code (word form) retrieval because this region was reliably found in word production tasks involving the retrieval of lexical word forms but not in pseudoword reading. A more recent study by Binder et al. ([@B8]) suggests that this area and the adjacent angular gyrus can even be deactivated for pseudoword reading compared to a fixation condition.

To date, four MEG studies (Salmelin et al., [@B85]; Levelt et al., [@B66]; Sörös et al., [@B97]; Hultén et al., [@B58]) provide timing data on the activation of posterior STG and MTG. With a median peak activation of 320--360 ms (see Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}), these data are in good accordance with an onset of word form retrieval in picture naming around 275 ms (see Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Using indwelling electrodes in four patients with epilepsy, Edwards et al. ([@B28]) measured cortical activation in the high gamma range (\>70--160 Hz) relative to stimulus onset as well as relative to response onset during picture naming. They report activation at a posterior superior temporal electrode site bordering the parietal lobe and activation of posterior MTG starting around 300 ms after picture onset and continuing until well after response onset. Other mid and posterior STG sites showed activation only after but not before overt responses. The authors interpret the latter finding as supporting a role of the left STG in monitoring (see below) but not in lexical phonological code retrieval.

Other studies have targeted phonological code retrieval by manipulating variables such as phonological relatedness and lexical frequency, by investigating the learning of novel word forms, or by investigating word finding difficulties. In an fMRI study using the picture-word interference paradigm, de Zubicaray et al. ([@B23]) targeted lexical word form retrieval by using distractor words that were phonologically related to the picture names. Such distractor words facilitate naming responses compared to phonologically and semantically unrelated distractor words. As predicted, de Zubicaray et al. ([@B23]) found reduced activation in the left STG suggesting that related distractors primed a phonological representation of the target picture names (see, however, Abel et al., [@B3], for activation increase in the adjacent supramarginal gyrus in a similar contrast).

Bles and Jansma ([@B9]) manipulated the phonological relatedness of unattended distractor pictures and also found activation decreases in the left posterior STG when the distractor pictures were phonologically related. In this study different tasks were used and the effect was only observed when participants performed an offset decision task requiring the retrieval of the complete lexical phonological code of a depicted object's name.

Graves et al. ([@B36]) manipulated three variables (lexical frequency, object familiarity, and word length) to study effects at lexical phonological, semantic, and articulatory processing stages. They found the left posterior STG to be sensitive to frequency but not the other variables. Wilson et al. ([@B112]) manipulated the same variables and also report a posterior STG region that was activated in picture naming compared to rest and sensitive to frequency. In a subsequent study, Graves et al. ([@B37]) used a pseudoword repetition task and found decreasing hemodynamic responses over six repetitions of pseudowords in the same region of left posterior STG as in Graves et al. ([@B36]). Given that the pseudowords lacked any semantic content, the authors concluded that "this area participates specifically in accessing lexical phonology." This interpretation, of course, presupposes that over time the pseudowords became novel words. Gaskell and Dumay ([@B31]) showed that pseudowords only become fully integrated in the lexicon, i.e., showing competition effects on phonologically similar words) after consolidation during a sleep phase. Davis et al. ([@B21]) linked this behavioral effect to changes in hemodynamic activation. In their fMRI study, acoustically presented novel words showed word-like lexical competition and word-like hemodynamic activation (in mid and posterior STG) after sleep consolidation. This result might explain why other word learning studies involving training over several days (e.g., Cornelissen et al., [@B18]; Grönholm et al., [@B38]) found stronger activation for newly learned words compared to familiar words in frontal or inferior parietal areas but not the posterior STG.

Results with respect to an involvement of the left posterior STG in *failures* of word form retrieval are mixed. Yagishita et al. ([@B114]) asked their subjects to name famous faces during fMRI scanning. Participants experienced fewer tip-of-the-tongue (TOT) states when the first syllable of the name but not when a second or later syllable of the name was given as a phonological cue. The first-syllable condition resulted in stronger hemodynamic activation of two left mid and posterior STG regions suggesting an involvement of these regions in name retrieval.

In patients with temporal lobe epilepsy, Trebuchon-Da Fonseca et al. ([@B104]) found a relationship between TOT states and reduced resting-state metabolism (measured with 18-fluoro-2-desoxy-[d]{.smallcaps}-glucose-PET) in the left inferior parietal lobe and the posterior superior and inferior temporal cortex. By contrast Shafto et al. ([@B94]) found age-related word finding problems to be correlated with gray matter atrophy in the left insula but not the posterior temporal lobe.

Further recent clinical evidence for a role of the left posterior temporal lobe in phonological code retrieval comes from studies on primary progressive aphasia (PPA). Gorno-Tempini and colleagues (Gorno-Tempini et al., [@B34], [@B33]; Henry and Gorno-Tempini, [@B48]; Wilson et al., [@B111]) described a so-called logopenic variant of PPA in which mainly gray matter in the mid to posterior temporal lobe is affected[^1^](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}. This variant is characterized by anomia and phonemic paraphasias in confrontation naming, an impairment of verbal short-term memory functions, and an absence of the phonological similarity effect on letter recall, whereas conceptual knowledge seems to be relatively unaffected (Gorno-Tempini et al., [@B33]).

In sum, more recent spatiotemporal data have largely confirmed that during picture naming the left posterior STG/MTG is activated in the predicted time window starting at 275 ms after picture onset. The high resolution data from Edwards et al. ([@B28]) show, however, that within this larger area even spatially close neuronal populations may show differential activation time courses.

Studies manipulating variables affecting lexical word form retrieval have consistently found the predicted effects in the left posterior STG. It should be noted, however, that some studies also found (as yet inconsistent) effects in other brain regions such as the left IFG and the right anterior temporal cortex. Given that also the lexical integration of newly learned words seems to affect their activation of the left posterior STG, it can be concluded that this region's involvement in lexical word form storage and retrieval still has excellent empirical support.

A role of the bilateral posterior superior temporal lobes in the storage of phonological word forms accessed in speech comprehension has been proposed by Hickok and Poeppel ([@B49], [@B50], [@B51]) on the basis of aphasic comprehension deficits. Wernicke's area may thus serve as a common store of lexical word form representations for word production and perception (see also Hocking and Price, [@B55], for a lexical phonological effect on left posterior STG activation in comprehension). Most studies on word production report left, rather than bilateral, posterior temporal effects, suggesting that the production system may be more strongly lateralized than the comprehension system.

Phonological encoding
---------------------

All production tasks involve the cascade of word production processes from phonological encoding (syllabification) onward. Comparisons across tasks, therefore, can no longer provide evidence with respect to possible core areas supporting syllabification. I&L reasoned that a comparison between experiments using overt articulation and experiments using covert responses might yield a distinction between syllabification and later processing stages. Syllabification is conceived of as operating on an abstract segmental representation and should be independent of overt articulation, whereas in the subsequent stages of phonetic encoding and articulation motor representations are built up and executed. These processes might be more recruited in overt responses. Corresponding areas might show stronger blood flow increases and therefore might be more easily detected and reported. The left posterior IFG (Broca's area) was the only remaining core area that was not more often reported in experiments using overt responses (see Murphy et al., [@B74]; Wise et al., [@B113]; Huang et al., [@B56]; and more recently Ackermann and Riecker, [@B5], for the absence of Broca's area activation in direct comparisons of overt and covert responses). The somewhat indirect conclusion that Broca's area is the most likely candidate area for syllabification has more recently been challenged for different reasons. Firstly, there are good reasons to assume that Broca's area is involved in semantic processing (e.g., Binder et al., [@B7]). Its activation in word production could, therefore, be due to conceptual preparation rather than post-lexical phonological encoding. Secondly, the influential dual-stream model of speech processing (Hickok and Poeppel, [@B49], [@B50], [@B51]) assumes an area at the boundary between temporal and parietal lobes (area Spt) to function as a sensorimotor interface in language production. Hickok and Poeppel ([@B51]) describe the function of area Spt as a "translation between ... sensory codes and the motor system" and assume sensory codes to represent sequences of segments or syllables. If their view is correct, then the output of such a translation would be motor rather than phonological representations, and motor rather than phonological representations would be relayed forward to Broca's area. Consequently Broca's area would have no role in phonological encoding in word production.

Crucial evidence with respect to the first issue (conceptual processing in word production) comes from studies providing information on the time course of inferior frontal activation in picture naming. The updated chronometric data (see above) suggest a time window between 0 and 200 ms for conceptual preparation and a time window between 355 and 455 ms for syllabification. Including more recent MEG and TMS studies there are now five studies providing temporal data on left IFG activation in picture naming (Salmelin et al., [@B85]; Sörös et al., [@B97]; Vihla et al., [@B109]; Hultén et al., [@B58]; Schuhmann et al., [@B92]) summarized in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. None of the studies found IFG activation before 200 ms. Apart from one subject in Sörös et al. ([@B97]), all MEG studies agree that IFG activation starts after 400 ms. Schuhmann et al. ([@B92]) report increased naming latencies when stimulating Broca's area between 300 and 350 ms after picture onset but not before or after. They used relatively short picture names with an average naming latency of 470 ms so that an effect on phonological encoding before the predicted time window of 355--455 ms is not surprising.

These time course data suggest that whatever the role of Broca's area in conceptual processing may be, it does not seem to be relevant for the preparation of the concept that is used for accessing the lemma level in picture naming, because in this task Broca's area becomes activated too late. In fact, the median peak activation of 500 ms calculated in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} even raises the question whether Broca's area is activated in time for phonological encoding. On the one hand, the TMS results of Schuhmann et al. ([@B92]) suggest that this depends on the naming latencies of the picture names involved and the MEG studies might have used pictures with relatively long typical naming latencies (Sörös et al., [@B97], for example report an average naming latency of 1100 ms). A recent study by Papoutsi et al. ([@B77]), on the other hand, suggests that Broca's area is not only involved in phonological but also subsequent processing stages so that at least the upper boundaries of the observed time intervals may have reflected a later processing stage.

Papoutsi et al. ([@B77]) used a pseudoword repetition task and reasoned that syllabification should be sensitive to the amount of material to be inserted into syllables, i.e., pseudoword length, but not to the frequency of co-occurrence of phonemes in the language (biphone frequency), whereas both variables should affect phonetic encoding and articulation stages. Their hemodynamic activation results showed a dissociation between one more dorsal region in left IFG that was only sensitive to word length but not biphone frequency and, hence, compatible with a role in syllabification and another more ventral region that was sensitive to both variables and thus probably involved in a phonetic processing stage. Results by Ghosh et al. ([@B32]) confirm a stronger activation of the pars opercularis of the left IFG for the production of bisyllables compared to monosyllables. Sahin et al. ([@B84]) report a word length effect in the pars triangularis of the left IFG.

In sum, an involvement of the left IFG in phonological encoding is still compatible with the available spatiotemporal activation data on this region. These data seem to rule out an involvement in an earlier processing stage but certainly not in a later processing stage. Likewise, effects of manipulations of (pseudo)word length are compatible with phonological encoding and later processing stages. To date only one study (Papoutsi et al., [@B77]) used an experimental variable (biphone frequency) that convincingly disentangles syllabification from later phonetic and motor processing stages and confirmed a pattern predicted for syllabification in a subregion of Broca's area. Following Papoutsi et al. ([@B77]) reasoning that phonetic and motor representations should be sensitive to biphone frequency, their result can also be seen as speaking against a purely motor function of Broca's area as assumed by the dual-stream model. However, clear evidence for the assembly of phonological syllable representations in Broca's area is missing.

Phonetic encoding and articulation
----------------------------------

Of the remaining core areas, the left precentral gyrus, the left thalamus, and the cerebellum are much more frequently found in overt-response paradigms and are most likely involved in articulation. Peeva et al. ([@B78]) found fMRI adaptation for repeated syllables in the left ventral premotor cortex, suggesting syllable-level representations in this region. The exact functional roles of the SMA and the left anterior insula in phonetic encoding or articulation are not so clear. In I&L both areas are reliably found in covert-response studies and only moderately more often in overt articulation studies. With respect to the insula, this pattern of reports is better compatible with a role in articulatory planning as suggested by Dronkers ([@B27]) than a role in articulatory execution. Carreiras et al. ([@B13]) also favor a role in articulatory planning based on their finding of a syllable frequency effect in the left anterior insula. By contrast, Ackermann and Riecker ([@B5]) and Riecker et al. ([@B80]) directly compared overt and covert responses and found insular activation only for overt responses. In another study, insular activation increased linearly with syllable repetition rate (Riecker et al., [@B81]). These authors suggest an articulatory coordination function for the insula. Murphy et al. ([@B74]), by contrast, did not find articulation-related responses in the insula. Shuster and Lemieux ([@B96]) compared the overt production of multisyllabic words to the production of monosyllabic words. Both suggested functions, articulatory planning and coordination, would predict stronger responses for multisyllabic words, but Shuster and Lemieux did not find any activation difference in the left insula. Clearly, such contradictory findings point to the need for further research in order to identify the experimental conditions under which insular activation is or is not observed.

Self-monitoring
---------------

Self-monitoring involves an internal loop and an external loop. The internal loop takes as input the phonological score (the phonological word in the case of single words), i.e., the output of phonological encoding. The external loop takes as input the acoustic speech signal of the speaker's own voice (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). I&L concluded an involvement of the bilateral STG in the external loop of self-monitoring based on studies showing additional bilateral superior temporal activations by distorting the subjects' feedback of their own voice or presenting the subjects with alien feedback while they spoke (McGuire et al., [@B71]; Hirano et al., [@B52]). An involvement of the bilateral STG in the internal loop of self-monitoring is suggested by data from Shergill et al. ([@B95]) who manipulated the rate of inner speech.

More recently, Tourville et al. ([@B103]) used feedback with a shifted first formant frequency and applied SEM to the resulting fMRI data. Their results suggest an influence of the auditory cortex on right frontal areas, which according to the authors might be involved in motor correction. Christoffels et al., [@B16], see also van de Ven et al., [@B106]) studied self-monitoring using verbal feedback without distortion. Their data suggest a much larger network of areas involved in self-monitoring including the cingulate cortex, the bilateral insula, the SMA, bilateral motor areas, the cerebellum, the thalamus and the basal ganglia. The SMA and/or the anterior cingulum also seem to be involved in internal speech monitoring (Möller et al., [@B72]).

Conclusion
==========

Recent neurocognitive research has considerably increased the available evidence on the time course of component processes of word production and on the time course of activation in specific brain regions during picture naming. Furthermore this research field has moved beyond a mere mapping approach and provided highly informative data on the effects of experimental manipulations targeting specific component processes of word production. This article has attempted to evaluate and update the proposals of Indefrey and Levelt ([@B61]) with respect to the time course of word production and with respect to the involvement of brain regions in component processes in the light of more recent evidence. The time course assumptions have largely been confirmed, requiring only some minor adaptations. For the proposed brain structure/function relationships there are varying degrees of supporting and problematic evidence, but as yet no downright falsifications. Adaptations of the original assumptions include the involvement of a more restricted dorsal area within the left IFG in syllabification, the involvement of other parts of the left inferior frontal gyrus in phonetic encoding and/or articulatory planning as well as a probable, yet to date unclear role of the inferior parietal cortex in word production.
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